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Executive Summary
ETSI has organized the first Millimetre Wave Transmission (mWT) Plugtests™ event. This event was hosted by ETSI, from 21 to 24 Jauary 2019 in Sophia Antipolis, France.
The aim of the event was to trial the SDN solutions for Microwave and Millimetre-wave transport applications. The goal of the test was to demonstrate interoperability of the Northbound Interface (NBI) of the SDN Domain Controllers of each participant, both individually and all connected together. The Test Cases covered network and Ethernet topology discovery and end-to-end creation and deletion of a L2 E-LINE service. Validation of the service definition was performed with a data traffic generator.
One key aspect of the tested scenarios was the adoption of a Standard NBI definition based on Restconf and IETF Data Models, including both general network-and service level models, and the recent Microwave Topology Model.
The main highlights of this event are: 
Participants
The teams which executed tests during the Plugtest are listed in the table below. Also, as an explicit choice, nothing was specified or required regarding the DC's SBI (i.e. the interface between a DC and its managed NEs), regarding protocols, data models etc.
The basis for the definition of the NBI whose interoperability was tested by this Plugtest was the use of the Restconf protocol (RFC 8040) and the YANG DM library provided by IETF (RFCs and relevant drafts.
As depicted in Figure 2 , in order to simplify the test specification and implementation, the interoperability testing was by unanimous agreement of the mWT ISG performed by using an API Development and Testing environment, namely the Postman system.
Tests were performed by exploiting the automation (scripting) capability of Postman, with a single set of scripts being jointly developed specifically for this Plugtest by the Participants and stored in the Plugtest's Forge code repository [i.8] .
Specifying a single set of scripts and the expected format and content of the related responses by the DCs, it was possible to univocally determine the compliance of the DCs to the relevant standards and confirm the multi-domain interoperability of the systems under test and the specified NBI. 
API Development and Testing Environment
Physical NEs 
MW Domain Controllers

Figure 3 Logical Topology of the Test Network
• Each Domain contains exactly one MW (mmW) link. The physical connection between the two RF units of the radio link within one domain shall be realized with coaxial cable or waveguide plus attenuators, no antenna and no free space radiation is allowed
• MW links are arranged in a linear topology
• Each link is connected to the adjacent one via an Ethernet cable, the first and the last NE in the total chain are connected to a packet traffic generator / analyzer via Ethernet cables
• The connection between the Domain controller and its MW link is internal to the domain and completely taken care for by the respective Participant
• All naming of attributes is indexed to the Domain "number" (1 to N for a total of N Domains) in order to simplify the script execution Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the general and detailed physical structure of the test network.
Figure 4 Physical Structure of the Test Network (All Domains Connected)
Traffic Generator / Analyzer 
Data Plane Network
The test cases that create and delete a L2 service required the use of a Test Instrument (Spirent TestCenter C1) to generate the traffic, and to confirm that it is flowing correctly when the circuit is set up. 
Figure 6 Data Plane Physical Interconnections
The use of the RJ-45 doubler, needed to connect to the portable patch panel provided by ETSI CTI, meant that the physical interface type had to be 100Base-T. 
Data Model Architecture
Achieved Interoperability Results
For the full description of the Test Plan document that can be found at https://portal.etsi.org/Portals/0/TBpages/CTI/Docs/mWT_Plugtest1_TestPlan_v1.0.pdf.
The Postman scripts that were used can be found at https://forge.etsi.org/gitlab/sdn/mwt/mwt-plu-postman-collections.
Below are the screenshots proving the successful result of each individual test.
The test and the domain involved in each can be found in the screenshots.
Discovery Tests
The results can be found in the accompanying document "Plugtest Report -Network Discovery.pdf".
Notes:
The second screenshot for TD_SDN_SNSD_03, available for other Domains, is missing for Intracom Telecom's Domain. The test was nonetheless fully Pass.
Service Provisioning Tests
The results can be found in the accompanying document "Plugtest Report -Service Provisioning.pdf"".
Notes:
The indicated throughput measured by the Spirent TestCenter instruments, and shown as a tachometer graph in the screenshots from the instrument's management software, show a value for "Aggregate Port L1 Rx Rate" around 25.6Mb/s. this is due to the fact that the requested L2 service specified 6.4Mbps CIR and 6.4Mbps EIR, so the theoretical aggregate throughput (both directions) in absence of congestion is 25.6 Mb/s. o There is no troubleshooting required in case of behaviour divergence among domains, as there may be by using a third-party "Application"
o Compliance is determined by the tool itself in a clear Pass/Fail manner o The code developed to be used in the Postman platform turns out to be -as it is -the complete and unified test suite to certify any product for compliance to the NBI definition
• The ETSI Plugtests™ framework provides a productive, collaborative and fair collaboration environment among different parties across the industry
Conclusions
This interoperability test campaign was a complete success, of great significance given the almost universal participation of the MW/mmW industry.
A clear NBI defined based on the huge amount of IETF Data Models and protocols and frameworks allows to quickly achieve complete and provable interoperability, without need of extensive and extremely resource-intensive prior interoperability testing among any combination of Domain Controller implementations.
This allows not only orders of magnitude cost savings, but also ensures extreme ease and speed of development and convergence, as was demonstrated that the actual time required to complete all the tests took less time than what was initially planned; instead of 4 testing days, the test campaign could be accomplished withon two days.
